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Disclosures

This presentation is protected by international copyright laws. This presentation may not be copied, reproduced or distributed without prior written
consent of KIP Capital Management, Ltd (“KIP”). By accepting this presentation, you acknowledge that all of the information contained in this presentation
shall be kept strictly confidential by you. This presentation is furnished on a confidential basis to the recipient for informational purposes only and does
not constitute investment advice. This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, any interest in any investment
vehicle or product. Any securities mentioned therein are provided as examples and are not recommendations to buy or sell. KIP does not accept any
responsibility or liability arising from the use of this presentation. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is being given or made that the
information presented herein is accurate, current or complete, and such information is at all times subject to change without notice. This document
contains generic information about KIP’s strategy and investment philosophy. It includes objective analyses that are based upon current assumptions,
beliefs and expectations of KIP. Forward-looking statements are speculative in nature, and it should be understood that some or all of the assumptions or
beliefs underlying the forward-looking statements are based solely on speculation and should not be construed as definitive results or outcomes. KIP
reserves the right to modify its current investment strategies and techniques based on changing market dynamics or client needs. There is no assurance
that any securities, sectors, or industries referred to herein will be included or excluded from an account’s portfolio. KIP is a registered investment
manager in the BVI. Registration does not imply a certain level of skills or training. More information about KIP, including its investment strategies and
objectives, can be found in KIP’s DDQ document which is only available upon request. For the avoidance of doubt, the information and content contained
in these materials are not provided with the intention of undertaking a ‘financial promotion’ or ‘marketing’ as defined under Law No. 7 for 2010 regarding
the Establishment of the Capital Markets Authority and Regulation of Securities Activities (as amended) (the “CMA Law”) and Resolution No. 72 of 2015
regarding the issuance of the Executive Regulations of the CMA Law (the “Executive Regulations”) .
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Investing philosophy and process

Seeking outstanding businesses that are outstanding investments. Crucial to know the
difference.
Businesses that have high (relative) returns on capital that are protected by economic
moats or strategic positioning.
Preferably in industries that support secular growth - instead of players resorting to taking
market from in a slow-growing pie.
Our key financial metric is Growth

in EVA/sh, or Economic Value Added - which is

adjusted NOPAT less a Capital Charge (i.e. CapitalEmployed x WACC).
The iron rule of finance: Value of an asset are its discounted future cash flows. I use DCF
powered by strategic analysis to a) read market expectations, b) conduct scenario analysis
and c) expected value for a reasonable range of values. Last, I seek a margin of safety to
improve the odds of superior returns.
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One-Minute Pitch

HS has had a stellar decade owing largely to being in the right place at the
right time. Generous scholarship payouts, a large government-lease property
and under-capacity in the market led to impressive, profitable growth.
The luck has now run out.
Today the market is justifiably unconvinced of growth in student population
while competing capacity is rising and HS remains at the mercy of the PUC.
My stance is bearish. Recommend NO-BUY.

Is it an Outstanding
Business?

Is it an Outstanding
Investment?

Notes
Strong but fragile returns on capital.
Questionable future and lackluster
management. Best avoided. NO-BUY.
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Industry: Consumer Services
Sub-Industry: Education Services
As of Nov 2021
Market Cap: KD 393m or ~$1.3b | Enterprise Value: KD 334m
P/E: 7x | P/B: 3.5x | EV/EBIT: 6x
Sales (TTM): KD 86.32m
Price/sh: KD 3.22
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Understanding the Business

What’s the product?
•

HS owns and operates two higher education institutions - namely the American University of the Middle East (AUM) and the
American College of the Middle East (AUC). AUM is the largest private university in Kuwait by student population, and makes
up 86% of the HS system. Together, the two have just under 14,000 students enrolled.

Who are the customers?
•

The essential customer and competitor of HS is the Ministry of Education within the government of Kuwait - specifically the PUC
department. Why not the students? Over 90% of students enrolled in the HS system are on a scholarship provided by PUC. The
smaller subset of customers are the remaining self-paid students at AUM.

What industry?
•

HS’s industry is Education Services, specifically offering Undergraduate and Graduate studies as a private institution. The HS
umbrella currently houses Business and Engineering schools only. About 7 different majors in each category.

Where does it operate?
•

Kuwait

Status in the market?
•

AUM+ACM house the largest private university student enrollment in Kuwait. Their chief competitor is Kuwait University,
Kuwait’s flagship state school, which is 2.5x larger.
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Economic Value history

ROIC (5-yr Avg.)
46.4%
WACC
8%
Capital (5-yr Avg.)
75
Market Cap (as of
29/11/21)

KD 393

Impressive past. A dramatic growth in student population has allowed Operating leverage
to generate impressive ROCs at HS.
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Financial history

• Top line has organically grown 24% y-o-y for the past decade,
but slowed considerably to 9% y-o-y over five years. Most of the
rapid growth occurred 2011-2015.
• The stock has performed a paltry 2% CAGR since 2016 compared to a 29% CAGR over the past decade. While the stock
did well from ’11 to ’15, a massive correction took place in 2016.
• Thanks for Operating Leverage and a tuition increases, ROCs
have grown from high-single digits in ’11, to mid-20s in ’14/’15,
to high 30s and low 40s in more recent pre-covid years.
Consistently growing Free Cash.
• Gross margins have been a consistent in mid-70s - the lion’s
share of COGS are Staff Salaries.
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Competitors

Competitors breakdown

• Kuwait University (KU): 35K
• (The all new!) Sabah AlSalem Uni City Shadadiyah: Capacity for
40K students. (5-6m sqm) . Question is, *when will it be ready?*
• AUM+ACM: ~14K - with a capacity of 14K - so they’re maxed
out.
• ACK: 3-4K
• GUST: 2-3K (136K sqm, plan on adding another 6K)
• AUK: 2K
• Kuwait Law School | KIMS | Box Hill College for Women |
College of Tech Studies | ArabOpenU | Maastricht School of
Management: ~6K
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Addressable Market

• Higher-ed student population in Kuwait is 64K. 6 out of 10
students attend KU. Another 2 out of 10 attend the HS system. The
remaining 2 out of 10 attend ACK, GUST, AUK, others combined.
So HS controls about 20% of the market, and 50% of the private
market alone.
• Safe to assume that all current campuses are operating at or near
full capacity.
• The new KU campus (Sabah AlSalem Shadadiyah) replaces the
previous facilities. I learned from discussions with a sell-side
analyst and a KU member that while it doesn’t add capacity today
- it may well do so in the future.
• Long term government plans involve refashioning the previous
KU facilities and building an entirely new state university.
w w w.ki p val ue.c om
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Moat or Strategy?

• HS offers no unique strategy - whether in terms of academic
excellence, faculty quality, program options, campus infra or
degree reputation - that sets it apart from KU or the other
three private universities of size. It’s value chain activities and
revenue model seem identical.
• HS’s livelihood is reliant on a single client who happens to be
its biggest competitor. Worse, HS’s second-order customer,
the Kuwaiti student, prefers KU over it. With KU’s giant, shiny
new Shadadiyah campus, HS has little to protect its hefty
ROCs with.
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Risks

• Market growth absent. Unless HS has plans on opening campuses elsewhere
in the middle east - which would hugely affect the overall economics of the
business - there is little potential left in total market growth . Meaning that top
line growth has to come from stealing market share from peers - chiefly KU.
• MOE scholarships make up 90%+ sales concentration - which exerts significant
buyer power on them.
• Recent slowdown in student population growth is indicative.
• MOE accepted tuition increases over the past decade. Average tuition per
student has risen 1.42x from 2012 to 2019, roughly ~KD 4,200 to ~KD 6,300
per student respectively.
Given HS’s fat margins and copious cash flows, short of lobbying power from
the people at HS’s helm, I do not see why the PUC should accept higher fees.
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The COVID uptick

• Rate of high school graduation is an important piece in the
enrollment cycles that are key to HS’s business. Sell side reports
indicate high school graduation suddenly jumped from 60-70% to
98% (!) for Fall 2020. Why? The passing bar was lowered by the
government due to compromised online schooling. It would be fair
to assume that average student quality at universities has been
impacted country-wide.
• The same rise in pass-rate led to a higher than average influx of
students in 2020 - up 11% as opposed to 1-2% in the previous 2-3
years. In nominal terms, about 8,000 more students graduated high
schools in Kuwait - and 1,200 more net students enrolled into the
HS system.
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Management

• I am using the most recent ECT as a source for getting a sense of the leadership. While I realize it is
only one source, and the call included just one rep from the executive team - I walked away
underwhelmed by the people holding the reins at HS.
• Some analysts asked good questions about forward looking plans, competition from KU new’s
campus, fee changes and capacity enhancements. Most of these were deflected with statements like
‘we want to avoid speculation.’
• I noticed the management dodging important questions with what Laura Rittenhouse calls FOG which stands for fact-deficient, obfuscating, generalities. Questions relating to the biggest challenges
that HS faces in a 5-10 year horizon met with vague, muddy answers full of platitudes.
• There was repeated self-congratulating over recent university ranking reports and cliches like ‘we value
quality over quantity’, which are bad signs in my experience. There was no robust, thoughtful strategy
that would protect and grow HS’s upcoming economic profits.
• With regard other avenues of revenue - the strategy includes ‘continuous education, online learning
and other things.’ Which is so vague they might as well have said - who knows man, we’ll see.
• Q: Will you add capacity? A: “will be made only after we find that there is a pressing reason for the
same.” - Investors can only glean that HS’s high growth days are behind it.
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Price-Implied Expectations (PIE) and thoughts on Valuation

‣ Based on consensus estimates, PIE implies less than a year of forecast period.
‣ Further unpacking of the current price implies an 8% y-o-y decline in Sales for 9-10 years.
‣ Why the disconnect between consensus and market? My guess is the market is taking a longer term view than consensus.
• Will HS continue to be around a decade from now? Likely. Will it be as profitable as it has been? Probable, while a bit
murky given that all negotiating power lies with PUC. Will it house far fewer students? Quite possibly, and that’s what the
market is pricing in.
• I unpacked the PIE some more. Assuming a steady Op margins and small working capital reinvestments - an 8% decline in
turn implies that student population will shrink from 13.7K to 9.8K by 2025, and 6-6.5K by 2030-2031. This implies a net
decline (seniors graduate, fewer freshmen come in) of about 800-1,000 students a year.
• Every year, about 15K new students sign up to attend university in Kuwait. As of 2020/21, about 25% of them are routed to
the HS system by PUC.

Drivers

Assumption

Narrative

Sales

(8%)

Op Margins

50%

Incremental revinestment

10% of incremental sales

All else equal, this is what today’s
price implies.
No change in the per student
scholarship payout.
No incremental fixed capital
investments. Some loss in CCC
efficiency.

WACC

8.5%
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Final Thoughts

• Rough Valuation. Assumptions and TSR.
• What are the odds that HS is undervalued at KD 3.3? 50% at least.
• The problem remains in the inherent vulnerability in the industry structure and
HS’s Five Forces. There are enough copies of the multiverse, that is possible future
outcomes, that turn out badly for HS.
• HS sits at the combination of having a single, all-powerful customer concentration
who may negotiate the fees down, who is also its biggest competitor, in a market
that has no potential to draw in foreign students and relies on organic growth in
population of students.
• To bet on the board and institutional owners having political might toward
favorable outcomes for the business is not I want to take.
• I would advise keeping away from this one. Sure, the economic profits have been
stellar this far, but there a built-in fragility in them going forward.
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